Timing Is Everything
Transitional ryegrass finds its place in the overseeding market.
By Peter Blais

Deep Tines on Fairways Equal Deep Roots
Thanks to new aerification strategy, fairways are in fabulous condition, Iowa superintendent says.
By Larry Aylward

The Year in Design
More distance off the tee, another Augusta facelift, some good books and enough work to keep most architects busy.
By Geoff Shackelford

The Scoop on Herbicides
Experts say tweaking old chemistries and refining control spectrums will fuel 2003 market.
By Frank H. Andorka Jr.
**Cover Story**

*By Larry Aylward and Frank H. Andorka Jr.*

Economics and agronomics. Those are the two key issues that come to mind when we think of the industry in 2002. A special report.

**About the cover**

Golfdom graphic designer Dan Beedy was able to script Titleist-like type on this golf ball to tout our report. Image is by Eyewire.
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**Struck By Stress**

Here are some gems of wisdom to help you deal with the tension and angst that come with the territory of tending turf.

*By Ron Furlong*
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**Special Section:**

**CORPORATE CAPABILITIES**

Industry suppliers at a glance.
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14 The Keeping of the Golf Green